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Edmund Husserl has accounted for internal time consciousness by proposing a formal
structure as a condition of its possibility. This structure of internal time consciousness accounts
for the original primordial flow. Husserl concluded that there can be no consciousness without
this original flow. Thus, to Husserl, consciousness is necessarily temporal consciousness.
Husserl’s version of time consciousness and its underlying structures, however, cannot
account for all imaginable forms of consciousness; in fact, it does not even account for all human
forms of consciousness. That is, there are familiar states of consciousness that cannot be
accounted for by Husserl’s formal structure and which conflict with his claim that time, for
consciousness, must always flow. It is the purpose of this paper to explore these states and to
suggest alterations to the structure of internal time consciousness that will open up new
possibilities for our understanding of time-consciousness universally.

Husserl’s Consistent Claim
Husserl tells us that “every subjective process has its internal temporality.”1 Most
fundamentally, according to Husserl, the formal structure of internal time consciousness
accounts for time-consciousness, which, in turn, accounts for synthesizing. Subsequently,
synthesizing is the basis for all forms of subjectivity. It is, in fact, the underlying formal structure
of intentionality itself.2 Thus, according to Husserl, the flowing nature of internal consciousness
is necessary not only for time-consciousness, but consciousness generally. Husserl cannot
imagine these relationships and structures being any other way. On this basis, he concludes that
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his structure of internal time consciousness is necessary, invariable, and complete. These strong
claims can be found virtually unchanged throughout Husserl’s career.3

Phenomena That Challenge Husserl’s Claim
Against these strong claims, there are states of human consciousness that alter and even
disrupt the primal flow of temporal consciousness. For example: confabulation, dissociation, and
absorption.

Confabulation
Psychologists have found that memories can be formed that do not contain chronological
information.4 To cope with this loss, subjects tend to invent chronology in order to make sense of
such memories. This is called confabulation or fabrication. This situation, however, is neither
unusual nor pathological. Confabulation is extremely commonplace, even healthy.5 Typically,
confabulation results from a disorientation in time or place.6 It involves all the tenses of
experience and reflects a disruption of how personal temporality is experienced.7
Confabulation shows that chronological order can be missing from a conscious experience.
In response, the mind confabulates to add chronology back into the memory. This repair,
whether it is successful in discovering the objective order of events or not, makes use of the
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logical order that is retained within memories that lack chronology as well as other background
knowledge. This indicates that extended periods of time can pass during which an altered nontemporal mental state occurs. This state can be explored phenomenologically.

Dissociation
Music can alter conscious. In some cases, music causes dissociation, and in the extreme of
dissociation, even trance. Dissociation is often experienced after listening to a piece of music
repetitively.8 But we have all experienced it to some degree when we notice that music helps us
to pass the time. Dissociation is described as a cutting off of consciousness from the world and
from itself. It involves an alteration or insulation of normal mental processes.9 The subject
withdraws and detaches.10 Extreme cases of dissociation become instances of trance states.
Dissociation is also described as a dulling of consciousness or even as holding consciousness at
bay. It involves a distancing-from rather than a fascination-with a stimulus. Subjectively,
surroundings fade and seem unreal.11 Subjects have described dissociation as “hard to explain,”
as “changing perception of the world,” as “altering my perception of reality,” and as an “out of
body experience,”12 Others described it as a “relief from self” and a “relief from being.”13
It is quite common to use music to “block out” thought, to not think anything at all, or to
think less. Music has the potential to reduce critical thought.14 Music can also attenuate or
eliminate awareness of surroundings, be used to “blot out the environment,” and to “put the
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world into the superfluous background.”15 Subjects with this experience also report dissolvinginto or combining-with their music.16 Music that is heavily rhythmic and repetitive is more likely
to produce dissociation and trance.
Dissociation is thus a reduction of consciousness that produces a reduction or loss of
awareness, especially temporal awareness. At the extreme, the trance state represents a complete
loss of consciousness. This involves, most relevantly, a lack of awareness for new sensations.
During dissociation, music becomes so familiar and easy to anticipate, that a kind of limit is
approached. At this limit, the potential for new profiles ceases, and the new is ignored, intentions
are not formed; for consciousness, they are simply gone. Yet, paradoxically, no other intentions
replace them. This explains why dissociation is described as a reduction in awareness. It is a
state that, as it increases, progressively approaches the obliteration of consciousness.
Dissociation is quite common. We have all experienced the way that music can help pass
the time. Some of us may not have experienced full trance, but most of us have gotten close. We
have all experienced the time-altering and consciousness-numbing effects of familiar music to
some degree.

Absorption
Absorption is different from dissociation. It occurs with increased rather than decreased
focus. Subjects experience fascination, immersion, balance, pleasant dreaminess, and of course,
absorption.17 There is a heightening of imaginative involvement. In cases where the subject has
musical training, an analytic manner of listening can be pursued.18 This can facilitate absorption
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as fascination grows with musical detail or techniques of performance. Effort, focus, and
attention increase for the listener.19 Rather than dissolving into the music, one lords over the
experience as if one is in control of what is happening, of what is coming next.20 We have all
done this. We tend to play conductor in our minds, or drummer, or guitarist. We begin to pretend
that our thoughts and actions are causing the music to happen. Knowing what is coming next is
one of the most enjoyable elements of music listening. This is why music is becomes more
enjoyable as it becomes more familiar. And, this aspect of listening to music leads to absorption.
Absorption always involves anticipation of what is about to happen in the music.
Absorption, like dissociation, also causes the listener to lose track of time. It can be
difficult for absorbed listeners to estimate the amount of time that has passed after they exit the
altered state. Once the listener realizes how much time has elapsed, he or she can be surprised
because it actually seemed longer or shorter. This alteration in time consciousness is called
temporal compression, and may be caused by a loss of chronological order in memory.21
In my own experience, it seems that I can remember a familiar song well enough that I can
begin to explore it as a whole. As I listen, I focus on this or that note. I focus on a rhythm that is
about to change; I hear it before it changes. Imagination begins to obscure and replace
perception. I anticipate notes and beats before they arrive, but when they do arrive, I may have
already moved on. In this way, I focus less on what I’m hearing at any specific time, and this
lack of focus obscures perception. The background, containing everything that I am not focused
upon, recedes. I can even lose track of my body as my thoughts become completely absorbed
with the music.
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Phenomenology and Absorption
It takes more than one presentation to identify an object, whether that object be visually,
tangibly, or aurally perceived. We take in different aspects with each new profile. In this way,
more and more is understood about the object. This shows that there is additive change that
comes with repeated perceivings of the same object. There is accumulation. Yet, something
additional starts to happen when this accumulation continues to build toward an extreme. New
features begin to arise. New details start to replace old ones. Being either overwhelmed or bored
with details, we start to focus on new and more subtle features while losing focus on others.
During the phenomena of absorption, as with dissociation, music becomes extremely familiar
and easy to anticipate. A point is approached with absorbed listening at which nothing new is
learned or experienced. Yet, the sameness is appreciated rather than ignored. I intend the
musical performance, but I do not experience its aspects as new, or arriving, or receding into the
past. I begin to appreciate extended parts of the music as a whole and in greater depth, my sense
of time becomes warped as a direct result.
It seems that being able to experience in advance what is coming into experience is the
primary cause of both of these altered states. Therefore, intentions about the future can be, at
least partially, and in some way, filled in advance! The more these intentions are filled, the more
pronounced the altered state becomes. Increasing availability of future consciousnesses produces
increased deviation away from normal states of mind. As complete familiarity is approached, a
new state of consciousness is approached as well. Near this limit, while I listen to my music, I
completely block out the surrounding world. I do not think about what came before the music
started, and I do not think about what is coming after it stops. The music becomes my world as I
am completely absorbed into it. My imagination fills the future and obscures everything else.
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These Altered States Contradict Husserl’s Claim
Both dissociation and absorption produce an alteration in the primordial flow of time; this
is not a disruption of world time; it is a disruption of inner time. As redundant confirmation,
confabulation that repairs a non-chronological memory is evidence that a disruption of this sort
has occurred in the past. These two states, however, are difficult to describe phenomenologically
if Husserl’s formal structure remains inflexible. The inactivity of trance, on the one hand, and the
hyperactivity of absorption, on the other hand, can only be accounted for if alterations to this
structure are made. If Husserl’s structure is essential and unalterable, and if all consciousness is
temporal consciousness, then no phenomenon involves variation in the primordial perception of
time. But, dissociation and absorption do involve variation in the primordial perception of time.
Therefore, it is not the case that Husserl’s structure is essential and unalterable. Husserl has set a
boundary that human experience already, normally crosses.
Because these altered states involve temporal compression, trance, and complete loss of
background, effects that speak to an alteration of inner consciousness, it is not the case that they
merely involve a disconnect between world time and inner time.22 It is the flow of inner time
itself, consciousness itself, that is being altered by these phenomena. Yet, counter to Husserl’s
expectations, with absorption, this stopping does not entail the elimination of consciousness all
together. Husserl’s structure does not account for these states because it is specifically designed
to describe and account for flowing consciousness. Husserl states firmly and repeatedly that
consciousness must flow. His proposed structure thus, does double duty. Not only does it account
for the consciousness of inner time, but it accounts for consciousness itself. So, it is designed to
22
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combine consciousness with temporal flow from the start. Or rather, it is designed to account
only for one kind of consciousness, the flowing kind. Consciousness that does not flow,
therefore, is not accounted for by this structure.

Formal Structures Accounting for Consciousness
To account for absorption and dissociation, therefore, Husserl’s structure must be altered.
To begin, I will first describe Husserl’s structure in some detail and then go on to propose some
alterations. Those who are familiar with Husserl’s own drawings will recognize the twodimensional diagram in Figure 1A. Figure 1B is my attempt to fill in some missing details, which
I think is helpful in understanding the basic concepts being illustrated.
Within either of these diagrams, each column of the diagram accounts for one moment of
consciousness. This is a mental time-slice called a living present. Several living presents are
shown as vertical columns lined up in succession. Each living present possesses a vertical axis
that mimics an objective two-dimensional timeline including a past, present, and future.
Successive living presents are lined up according to an objective chronological order. Thus, the
vertical axis of each living present mimics the horizontal axis. So, the experience of each
moment includes an awareness of the past and future.
Along the vertical axis of each living present are situated chronologically-ordered
intentions. In the middle is the primal impression, which is the intention that accounts for the
subject’s experience of the present moment, or objects in the present. Above the primal
impression are protentions that represent objects in the future. Below are retentions that
represent objects in the past within entire, past living presents. That is, retentions are past
moments captured in their entirety. Protentions are empty intentions that are lined up in a way
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that mimics a temporal coming-into-being, and retentions are filled (though fading) intentions
that are lined up in a way that mimics a temporal passing-out-of-being. Protentions are analogous
to but more fundamental than anticipations, likewise with retentions and memories. The living
present, thus, contains a chronologically ordered set of intentions that mimics the objective
timeline.
The flow of time can be experienced because intentions in successive living presents are
identified. Diagonal dashed lines in the diagram show the nature of these identifications. Thus,
what was just future is now identified as present and what was just present is now identified as
past. This connects moments of time together and prevents the mental isolation of one moment
from the others and it also allows time to flow rather than to be experienced in a staccato fashion.
In later formulations, primarily from what are called the “C-Mss,” which are posthumously
published notes written during the last years of Husserl’s life, three important components were
added to the structure: the obscuring of retentions, two stages for protentions, and a new z-axis
that measures the degree of fulfillment for intentions. Figure 2 shows the first of these
alterations, which involves the manner in which retentions fade. Husserl suggested that there is
an obscuring of older retentions by newer retentions similar to the way that a geographical
horizon causes distant objects to be obscured by near objects. There can be any number of
retentions, but at some point, there are too many to hold in one consciousness. At that point, old
retentions are obscured by more recent retentions and are no longer in consciousness at all. This
is the retentional horizon.
In some sense, an obscured or missing intention is darker than dark. Once a retention is
obscured, consciousness is completely unaware of it. As retentions build up and begin to obscure
the oldest retentions, the resulting horizon effectively eliminates the oldest retentions from
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consciousness. Even though they are potentially recoverable as memories, their elimination from
the living present is absolute for consciousness.
Husserl also speaks about a protentional horizon,23 and this entails a similar obscuring for
protentions as there is for retentions. Thus, the diagrams are somewhat symmetrical top-tobottom.
As compared with retentions, protentions are by nature more limited in number. Husserl
discussed two main stages for protentions: clarifying and confirming.24 These stages (Fig. 3), are
classes of protention and are not an explicit limit upon the number of protentions. The number of
protentions, however, can grow if consciousness has some way of seeing multiple stages of
fulfillment in advance. One of the best examples of this is involved with the enjoyment of a
familiar melody. Not only can multiple future notes be anticipated, but they can also be
protended. My own versions of these diagrams involve three levels of protention and of
retention, but a larger or smaller number of either is possible.
Husserl's final addition to the structure of internal time consciousness was the addition of a
third dimension to the diagram (Fig. 4). Because protentions and retentions can have varying
degrees of fulfillment, a z-axis is effectively added.25 The point of maximal fulfillment for each
living present represents those intentions that are experienced in consciousness as fully present,
23
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neither coming into nor going out of being. The diagram also reveals that retentions and
protentions each possess a true horizon, the points at which distant future and past extend beyond
the reach of consciousness.
According to Husserl, this structure is fundamental to consciousness generally. And, if
anything disrupts this structure, consciousness is lost.

Moving Beyond Husserl’s Structure
By my own phenomenological investigation, I have found that the following alterations to
Husserl’s structure are needed to account for dissociation and absorption.
During dissociation, the listener becomes numb to new sounds. This reduces the formation
of protentions. As dissociation deepens, protentions eventually disappear. During this process,
the primal impression and any lingering retentions lose their degree of filling. Diagrammatically
(Fig. 5), this means that the protentional horizon of the living present begins to contract and then
disappear. In the z-axis, note how the cross-section changes at the bottom of the figure. The
primal impression widens from a peak to a plateau even as it loses altitude, that is, magnitude in
the z-axis. Even though the primal impression is still the intention with the most fulfillment
within each living present, its degree of fulfillment fades to nothing as trance is entered.
During absorption, in contrast, the listener begins to anticipate future notes and rhythms in
the music. This alone would not alter time consciousness! Therefore, since inner time is altered,
it is probably the case that the listener actually begins to protend future notes and rhythms.
Anticipation begins to obscure sensation, and the source of protentions becomes the imagination
rather than sensation. This kind of protention,26 unlike normal protentions, can possess unusually
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high levels of fulfillment. Because the magnitude of fulfillment is the means by which the primal
impression is known to be the present, rather than the past or future, it follows that unusually
strong protentions will be indistinguishable from the primal impression in such a way that
chronological order can be lost.
Diagrammatically (Fig. 6), this means that protentions are lifted up to the level of the
primal impression in the z-axis, which begins to both extend the peak of the primal impression
into a plateau and shorten and steepen the protentional horizon. One key difference from
dissociation is that overall fulfillment for the plateau is not reduced, but remains high. This
accounts for the mental hyperactivity of absorption compared to the mental inactivity of trance.
Since absorption involves the fading of all background phenomena, this is represented in
the diagram as the reduction and even loss of the protentional and retentional horizons. The
result, at the extreme, is a state of consciousness in which all intentions have risen to the level of
the primal impression. These intentions are experienced in an all-at-once fashion! All other
intentions are missing entirely. The past and future are obscured by the ‘now’ and logical order
replaces chronological order.
The extreme of dissociation is trance, but the extreme of absorption has no name. I would
call it “hyper-protention,” but because these protentions are artificial in some sense, coming from
imagination, I prefer the term “pseudo-hyper-protention.”

Conclusions
Husserl has sought to limit us to a rather mundane form of time-consciousness. However, it
seems that human phenomena cannot be contained so narrowly. While Husserl’s structure
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accounts well for everyday human consciousness, it cannot account for time-altering phenomena,
phenomena that are quite common.
I conclude that Husserl’s proposed structure of internal time consciousness lies in the
middle of a continuum between a form of mental cessation and death on the low end, and a form
of mental hyperactivity on the high end. While Husserl gives us an idealized form of temporal
consciousness that is mostly passive with regard to protentions,27 the more active the mind
becomes with regard to certain activities, the more protentions can become imaginative.
Imaginative protentions, however, can be had in advance and can therefore possess maximized
levels of fulfillment. This claim will likely be controversial, but I think that this is the best way to
account for the time-altering effects of dissociation and absorption. Presumably, if imagination
could not produce pseudo-protentions, and if such protentions could not extend the peak of
maximal fulfillment into a plateau, then absorption would not alter the experience of inner time.
Therefore, it seems that a new field of exploration must be opened up to expand the structure of
internal time consciousness into a continuum of states of inner consciousness ranging from
pseudo-hyper-protention on the hyperactive end down into full trance on the hypoactive end.
Husserl’s structure, then, would best describe a point somewhere between these two extremes.
These concepts could be useful not only in better understanding human phenomenology,
but could also lend a hand to fleshing out Neo-platonic28 and Christian conceptions of non-
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temporal and non-discursive thought.29 If human phenomenology can involve pseudo-hyperprotention, then it seems likely that a true hyper-protention is a coherent notion. If so, then what
has been opened here is the possibility for a phenomenological study of non-temporal
consciousness universally. Perhaps it will even be possible to propose a phenomenological
structure for “the possession all at once of illimitable life.” While this will no longer be
phenomenology, properly speaking, it will be no less legitimate or useful. Using human
phenomenology as an analogical model could be useful for exploring the possibility and nature
of other forms of consciousness. This would allow us to be somewhat less preoccupied with our
own experience of time so that we can be more objective regarding what is possible.
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